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Destiny 2 escalation protocol schedule reddit
The Destiny 2 escalation Protocol event, despite being for quite some time, has remained relevant over the years thanks to some solid rewards weapons, and slick looking armor. If you're here, you're probably wondering how to get escalating protocol armor and weapons for yourself. It's kind of a complicated system, so let us explain. As you get the
escalating protocol of weapons and armor in Destiny 2Why you're diving into a recent community event, farming for Ikelos_SG, collecting armor for glamour after booking 2.0 or just playing escalation protocol for fun, you're going to want to have a handle on how the reward system works exactly. Let's start with the weapons. Escalation Protocol Weapons:
Shotgun, SMG, Sniper In order to have a chance at getting the weapon out of the escalation protocol, you need to clear the final boss at the end of Wave 7. These bosses are quite sophisticated and they rotate every week. There are a total of five bosses in the EP, and each of them have a different possible pool loot. Every Tuesday, when the reboot, the
bosses switch. Below you can see the order bosses appear in (moving on to the next one each week) and their possible drops. The level of drop in weapons is quite low and is expected to be somewhere around 5-10%. You may have to farm quite a bit to get the weapons you want. Fortunately, once you clear the Wave 7 run, if you run another EP in the
same place, you'll be able to pick up from Wave 6, saving you and everyone else you're running it with a significant amount of time. Boss Of NamePossible Ikelos Weapon DropNaksud, FamineShotgun, SMG, SniperBok Litur, Hunger XolShotgun, SMG, SniperNur Abath, Cross XolShotgunKathok, Roar XolSMGDamkath, MaskSniperEscalation Protocol
Armor: Fragments and Cash Keys GuideGetting Accessorization Protocol is a completely different ball game and almost nothing above applies, except that you need at the end of a successful launch of the EP, you will notice at the end of a successful launch of the EP. You can't open it though without the decrypted Cache Key.Here's process for getting a
decrypted cash key: Collect Seven (Green) Rasputin Key Fragments You dropped out of the following events on Mars: public events, patrols, heroic adventures, and Nightfall strikes. You get seven from completing Nightfall.Bring Ana Bray seven Rasputin key snippets and convert them into an encrypted cache key (blue)Option will be in her inventory days.
Clear seven waves of the escalation protocol to convert it into a decrypted cache key (purple)Maybe all 1-7, or wave 1 seven times or anything combination in between. Defeat the EP boss and then open the chest with decrypted cache keys to get a random piece of armor. Now here's an important note. While Ana Bray will Only key snippets of fragments per
week, and you can only hold one (blue) encrypted cache key, you can keep as many (purple) decrypted cache keys as you want. So if you're reading this pre-Armor 2.0, you might want to consider farming every week for decrypted cache keys and hang on them to get a few cracks in the year 3 version of the escalating armor protocol when it releases.
Hopefully this will clarify how to get the protocol escalation of armor and weapons in Destiny 2. Good luck in agriculture! With the arches of Io, Titan, Mars and Mercury, there is a bunch of content leaving Destiny 2 for the foreseeable future. Of course, he'll come back someday, but who knows when? Even if Bungie brings some content back every year, it can
be many years before some content is viewed again. While developers can re-release weapons and armor, it's not very possible with titles and seals that will probably be done forever if you don't work for them now. Here are four titles and prints that are affected and what you need to do before November 10, 2020 when they retire. To be clear, not all the
Triumphs needed for these seals are leaving. Those that, however, can stop you from completing everything you need for a title. We recommend holding those that are archived. There are some players who think that the entire seal will be vaulted because it cannot be completed. If so, well, you have to do everything before November 10. Archive prints and
titles, if Bungie changes the rules, the following print will no longer be available come November 10: Shadow Blacksmith Wayfarer Chronicler Asylum Shadow Title Content All in This Icon is being archived including Crown of Sorrow Problems, Menagerie content, and all-in-season emptying collection icon. This is by far the easiest icon. Either do it all before
November 10, or you lose. Since everything is being vaulted, there is no way to do some of them now and finish it later. Vaulted Blacksmith Title Content While Forge on Earth is not going anywhere, Bungie has decided to vault Scourge past the raid for now. This means that you need to complete all the tasks, loot all the hidden chests, and finish the flawless
run before November 10. If you do all this, you can finish the rest of the Triumphs later. The good news is Bungie has disabled the weekly mining limit. Although this does not apply to secret chests, you can grind the whole raid and continue to receive drops after each encounter. The Vaulted Chronicle Title Content Three of the ten books of knowledge
required for the title of The Chronicler will no longer be available after this season. They: Awakening a reef found in Dreaming City, a tangled coastline, and elsewhere in the system. Urdren Sov (The Forgotten Prince) Found on a tangled shore in other parts of the solar system. Ghost Ghost Completed through dead ghosts found throughout the solar system.
For them, we strongly recommend using something like a Braytech.org to track your progress and this Reddit theme, which has a video of each location. As we said before, complete these three and you'll be able to do the rest later. Vaulted Wayfarer Title Content Let's start things with Triumphs, which are now archived, we'll tackle the icons afterwards. Make
sure to complete all these triumphs if you want to be able to earn the Wayfarer title. They are actually very easy and just require some time of investment. The first step is to eliminate all wanted fugitives on the planet's departing planet. Io Wanted Escapes WANTED: Destroyed Mind (Found in Tphix Conduit) WANTED: Pandrok, Pillar of Nothing (Found in
Sanctuary Bones) WANTED: zeldron, Keepr (Found in Ulan Tan Grove) Titan Wanted Fugitives WANTED: Karugul (Found in Methane Flush) WANTED: Thaan'Hul (Found in DS quarters-2) Wanted: Galmouth (Found in Cargo Bay 3) Mercury Wanted Escapes : Keresh, Champion Xol (Found in Core Terminus) WANTED: Valus Dulurc (Found in Ma'adim
Subterrane) In addition to this you need to complete five heroic Adventures on Io Titan, Mars and Mercury. Wayfarer Title Red War icon Real Hard Part completes the appointment icons. At least the Red War icon is pretty simple. All you need is some basic armor sets from Io and Titan. Just talk to Sloan and Usher and directly buy the pieces of armor that
you need. If you don't have a high enough reputation rank, just keep turning in planetary materials until you have the full set. Wayfarer Title Curse of Osiris and Warmind Icon Now it's a really hard piece of content that goes away. Every item in this icon is now archived, which means you should get at least one of the total before November 10. Venus Gear
Complete All Lost Prophecies poems for Brother Vance to earn all 11 weapons and shell sagas. Get a full set of Kairos patrol armor from Brother Vance through private packages or purchases. Mars Gear Get all four Mars weapons from rank-and-file packages. Niflheim Frost, 18 Kelvin, Cold Jackal and Winter Wolf BrayTech. Get BrayTech Osprey from the
strange terrain of Night Falls. Full Data Recovery World Searches on Mars for Braytech RWP MK. II and IKELOS hand guns. Grind for all three escalating protocol weapons from weekly bosses. Reminder: All three weapons will fall from Naxud and Bock Litura. Grind for a full set of escalation of the armor protocol. These drops from the chest at the end,
which no longer requires keys to open. If you haven't earned the full set, they will fall in order until you do. Get a full set of patrols BrayTech by Ana Bray through rank-and-file packages or purchases. Full Full Dawn exotic search polaris Lance. Complete the exotic quest The Machine's Gun for Sleeper Simulant. Note: Worldline zero is required. Schedule of
the Escalation Protocol Here is the Schedule of the Escalation Protocol for the remainder of its time in Destiny 2. According to the post, you have two full cycles to one last week with Naksud. 7/7 - 7/14: Naksud (All Three) 7/14 - 7/21: Bok Litur (All Three) 7/21 - 7/28: Nur Abat (Shotgun) 7/28 - 8/4: Rink (SMG) 8/4 - 8/11: Damkat (Sniper Rifle) 8/4 - 8/11:
Damkat (Sniper Rifle) 8/11 - 8/18: Naksud (All Three) 8/18 - 8/25: Bok Litur (All Three) 8/25 - 9/1: Noor Abat (Shotgun) 9/1 - 9/8: Rinka (SMG) 9/8 - 9/9/9/9/9 15: Damkat (Sniper Rifle) 9/8 9/15 - 9/22: Naksud (All Three) 9/22 - 9/29: Bok Litur (All Three) 9/29 - 10/6: Noor Abat (Shotgun) 10/6 - 10/13: Ice Rink (SMG) 10/6 13 - 10/20: Dam th (Sniper Rifle) 10/20 10/27: Naksud (All Three) 10/27 - 11/3: Bok Litur (All Three) 11/3 - 11/10: Nur Abat (All Three) This is every thing you have to do for Wayerfar, Title Shotguner before they are archived on November 10. There's still a lot to be done beyond that, but if you want to be able to earn a Wayfarer before that content eventually cycles back into Destiny 2, now's the
time to do it. So.
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